400 names collected to date

Cutback foes gain support
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Snoozing in the sun
Spring seems to be the time of year when people, especially SJSU
students, like to lie around in the sun and catch up on lost sleep. A
Spartan Daily photographer caught just such a student lying on
the lawn near Tower Hall. George Kegan seems to be enjoying the
sun’s rays, not aware of the passing time.

By La Rosa Carrington
The anti -cutback petition drive
begun in February is now 400
signatures strong, chairperson
Evelyn Knuckey announced Friday
in a meeting called to discuss ways
of fightig cutbacks in classes offered
at SJSU.
"We’re still getting to classes
with the petitions and asking the
instructor’s permission to pass them
around," Knuckey said to nine other
students who met in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. "And the instructors have been helpful."
However, Knuckey added that
last month’s showers were not so
helpful in the group’s campaign for
signatures when they spent seven
days at a table outside the Student
Union.
The petition is designed to tell
SJSU President Gail Fullerton and
the administration that students
here feel there are other ways to
trim the school’s budget without
sacrificing quality education,
Knuckey said.
Knuckey, a psychology senior,
said she still had not thought about
where alternative cuts in light of
Proposition 13 could be made at
the university.
"It’s sort of like something we
stay away from. We don’t want to
step on anybody’s feet by saying this
or that department has to go," she
said.
Knuckey believes that its even a
waste to make cuts and layoffs when
the "school is spending money for
things such as new desks."

According to Mary 12 ndermuth,
a familiar face at the anti-cutbacks
meetings, there are enough
resources in the state to generate
revenue without cutting out so much
of the educational programs.
"The legislature should tax the
big corporations for money, instead
of trying to squeeze it out of places
where people being trained to
manage a society," she said.
She noted the petiton drive will
probably be enhanced by an anticutbacks rally which the group has
tenatively set for April 2 in the
Amphitheatre next to the Student
Union.
After the rally, Knuckey said the
committee is planning to hand the
petitions to Fullerton. She said they
would also send copies of them to
assemblyman John Vasconcellos DSan Jose, and other people other
people at the state level.
The petiton drive is sponsored
by the Worker-Student Alliance, a
SJSU campus organization of outside employers and student working
together to solve community
problems, Knuckey said. It was
established in the fall of 1978 by
Knuckey,
the
organization’s
president.
"Cutbacks are a real attack on
people’s livelihood," said Rusty
Smith, chief steward of Service
Employee’s International Union
Local 715 at Santa Clara Valley
Medical Center.
"You can’t separate the cutbacks from Bakke or the at-
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Brigade says it didn’t disrupt Eastridge
The Revolutionary Communist
’eouth Brigade (RCYB) has denied
’!:harges by Wells Fargo Bank,
iwner of Eastridge Shopping
enter, that the RCYB accosted and
tjlisturbed shoppers during a Jan. 28
lemonstration at the Center.
The RCYB was named as co.; efendant along with the
levolutionary Communist Party,
.he Committee to Defend the
iouston Rebellion, Kenneth Olitt,
lenee Watafski, Cynn Doublex,
’John Chiang, William O’Dea,
Aarjorie Drake, John Dolly, Arthur
Neoly Alger, Linda Wong
Ind "Does, 1 through 500."
Sharon Yuki, spokeswomen for
, he RCYB, said the group did not
nitiate any violent activity. She said
he RCYB was passing out leaflets at
astridge and had planned a
’revolutionary skit."
Yuki said the RCYB’s intent in
lemonstrating at Eastridge was to
irotest what she called "a policy of
(aying Chicano youth have no place
peing at Eastridge.
"They can live on the East Side
)ut they can’t come to one of the

nicest places there," Yuki said.
"There have been a series of
roundups of Chicano youth (at
Eastridge)."
According to Diana Jenkins, a
secretary for KNTV, Channel 11, the
station’s coverage of the Eastridge
incident generated several calls
from viewers, some of whom expressed discontent with the way

Eastridge security handled the
situation.
Yuki said the RCYB feels actions against the group are political
expressions which stem from such
activities as the RCYB support of
the Moody Park Three, "who face
felony riot charges for being the
revolutionary leaders around the
struggle against Chicano repression

in Houston (Texas)."
Yuki said the right of rebellion is
on trial. She said the actions of the
RCYB are aimed toward improving
political conditions and that was the
purpose of the Eastridge demonstration.
"We see turning a bad thing into
a good thing," Yuki said.

Congressio nal race decided today
By Don Vetter
San Mateo County voters will
choose from among 12 candidates
today who wish to become the
successor to slain Congressman Leo
J. Ryan.
Ryan was killed on a small
airplane runway near Jonestown,
Guyana, while investigating the
Peoples Temple and its leader Jim
Jones, last November.
The 11th Congressional District
election line-up includes five
Democrats, five Republicans, and
lone representatives from the
American Independent and Peace

and Freedom parties.
Should none of the candidates
receive more than 50 precent of all
votes, a run off between the top votegetters from each party will participate in a run-off election to be
held April 3.
The 11th District is made up of
221,000 registered voters, 57 percent
Democrat, and includes the
Peninsula cities of Daly City south to
Redwood City.
The Democratic contenders
are:
Millbrae attorney George
Corey, who is a former councilman

and mayor of San Bruno, who has
been active in past llth District
campaigns for Ryan.
G.W. "Joe" Holsinger, who is
a close friend to the Ryan family and
the Congressman’s former administrative aide.
Jackie Speier, Ryan’s legal
counsel and the only woman in the
congressional race. She was injured
at the shootings which occurred on
the Guyana airstrip during Ryan’s
fact-finding trip to Jonestown.
(Continued on back page)

mosphere created by its legal
framework," he said. "Consequently, the programs first to go
are the minority programs women
and ethnic studies," Smith said.
The cutback in education is only:
in its warming -up stage, according
to Smith. "They ( bureaucracy are
chipping from the programs now,"
he said. "But it’s going to be the
programs themselves next."
One student, Bill Garbett,
defended cutbacks.
"The Ethnic Studies have been
suffering from declines for quite a
while. It is only natural that they get
cut first," he said.
Garbett, a psychology senior, is
concerned about the Computer
Aided Registration (CAR). This, he
said, is a factor which hinders
student from getting the classes they

need to graduate, not the cutbacks.
He said that if sections are not
available to students because
overloads, then these sections
should be rescheduled as extra
sections in the coming semester. He
contended that this would help
students graduate on time, cut
overall cost and better utilize the
professors.
Yet, Knuckey believes it is
ironic to justify cuts on the decline in
enrollment.
"It’s ironic because a few years
back they were saying we couldn’t
have better things ( standards)
unless we controlled population
growth; now they’re saying they
have to take some of the support
from us because we don’t have
enough people. To me, it’s stupid."

A.S. leader visits D.C.
to lobby for student aid
Ryan’s campaign
was ’productive
By Erin A. Hallissy
A.S. President Maryanne Ryan
returned Thursday from a weeklong lobbying trip to Washington,
D.C. which she said was "more
productive than even I thought it
would be."
Ryan went with six other
student presidents from the
California
State
Student
Association, the Student President’s
Association lobbyist Craig Jones and
a liaison with the CSUC office.
The group met with various
representatives, such as Ron Fields
from the Coalition for Lower
Tuition,
representatives
for
Senators S.I. Hayakawa and Alan
Cranston and local Congressman
Norman Mineta, (D-San Jose) and
Pete McCloskey, )R-Palo Alto).
Ryan said the people she met
with were very receptive and open,
and she gained some insight into
politics at the national level.
However, Ryan did not receive
favorable news about receiving
grants of loans for student housing
around campus.
She described the outlook for
receivng federal aid for student
housing in the area as "bleak."
According to Ryan, there’s very
little money available for housing,
especially for urban areas such as
San Jose, because the federal
government can provide money for
rural housing at approxiamtely onethird of the cost of housing in the
Santa Clara Valley.
Ryan said she hasn’t given up
hope for developing student housing
around the campus, but she now
plans to focus her attention on
receiving aid from the local level.
The presidents were successful
in lobbying for other issues, according to Ryan.
The group lobbied in favor of a
Department of Education separate
from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
"The ’E’ is getting squeezed out
between the ’H’ and the ’W,’ " Ryan
said.
She is in favor of a separate
Department of Education because

she believes that it would give more
priority to higher education which is
now "being lost in the shadows."
Ryan and other presidents also
lobbied against President Carter’s
recommendation to end Social
Security education benefits and the
re-institution of the draft.
There would be no exemption for
students if a draft was instituted,
according to Ryan.
"It represents an incredible
waste of potential," she said.
Although she thought the trip
was productive, Ryan said she was
very dissatisfied with the United
States Student Association and the
National Student Lobby, which
make their lobbying trips at the
same time as the California State
Student Association.
"In my opinion, if we have one
trip to Washington each year, it
would be more worthwhile for the
California students to go by themselves rather than to spend the week

weather

Fair today with some high
cloudiness in the afternoon.
Winds will be out of the
Northwest at 10 mph. Temperatures will range from a
high of 70 to a low of 40.
Forecast by the SJSU
Meterology Department.
with the national convention," she
siad.
According to Ryan, there are
leadership problems with the other
organizations, and their structure
seves more to divide students than to
bring them together on a national
level.
The organizations divide the
students into different groups such
as women and Chicanos Ryan said,
which ends up being "tokenism at
best."

1Buchwald laughs at the U. S.;
lecture spoofs foreign policy
By James P. Wagner
Is Art Buchwald a pessimist?
"I consider myself a cruise
director on the Titanic," said
.Buchwald to a packed house at the
,De Anza College Flint Center
Friday.
Although the often leaky ship of
(state continues on its erratic course
in spite of Cruise Director Bach11,wald’s most strident objections, his
!)self-appointed station inlife applies.
For years, Buchwald’s syndicated column has brought a neverwearisome sense of humor to that
political amoeba called the
."American Scene." Friday’s
presentation at Flint Center,
Oponsered by the Foothill College
?Short Course Program, a selfSupporitng lecture series, was
iBuchwald’s column come to life.
Enduring two continents and
lifive presidents during his stint as a
isydicated humorist has established
;Buchwald as America’s premier
, practitioner of jab journalism.
Friday’s talk was an utterly
delightful opportunity to see this
American institution in action as he
fired a barrage of verbal barbs with
uncanny rapidity and accuracy.
Buchwald never missed.
,
"A lotta people think I have the
Igreatest job in the world," he said.
i"But, when you look at it objectively
land:study all its sides, I do."
I
Speaking with a New York
’accent so thick you could almost

smell a Manhatten Deli, Buchwald
prodded modern America’s most
sacred cows.
"President
Foreign policy:
Carter used to have a daily foreign
policy briefing. Now he has a daily
foreign policy."
Human Rights: "Anyone who
has oil can do anything they want as
far as human rights are concerned."
Computers: "I’ve had a great
interest in computers ever since I
tried to get out of the ’Book of the
Month Club.’"
Venereal Disease: "When I was
young, I learned there were 75 ways
of catching this disease."
Nixon: "Nixon was ’Camelot’ to
me. During his entire administration, I never had to work. I
would just pick up the paper and I
would be out by 11 a.m. Everything I
ever have or ever hope to be I owe to
Richard Nixon."
The oil crisis: "The real villan is
the Stanford Business School. If they
hadn’t taught the sons of Arab
Sheiks how to screw us, oil would be
$3a barrel."
The office of the presidency
holds no particular sanctity for
Buchwald. Many of his most pointed
barbs were aimed at presdients,
past, present and future.
"I have great respect for Carter," said Buchwald. "In fact, I
worhsip the quicksand he walks on."
Many presidential antics, according to Buchwald, are more

unbelievable than anything mere
human imagination can concoct.
"Jimmy Carter says in a
"Playboy" interview that he lusts
after women in his heart, but that
God forgives him. I could not make
this up!" asserted Buchwald, adding, "In his heart, he knows your
wife."
Jerry Brown’s recent Eastern
tour rated a passing comment from
Buchwald, who said, "As for your
governor, we really find him a
snarly person. We understand he
laughs a lot in California. But, he’s
not exactly a barrel of mirth back
east."
Between
pokes
at the
presidency, Buchwald found time to
takes stab or two at America’s most
sacred institutionsex.
At age 11, Buchwald, if such a
thing can be imagined, received a
back-alley version of the facts of life,
New York style.
"Sex information in New York
was dispensed in Sam’s Candy Store
by 13 year olds.
"Then, I was told with absolute
certainty that if you neck with a girl
in the back seat of a car, she will
automatically get pregnant," he
said. "This kept me out of back seats
until I was 25."
Buchwald expressed more than
passing concern for the barrage of
bad news an average American is
subjected to during the course of a
typical day.

News of a new war may follow
news of an oil price increase. This
after a report of an impending
economic depression, and followed
by the news of China’s invasion of
Vietnam comes over and soon,
To handle this overwhelming
load of bad news, the Buchwald
family has devised a clever
variation of the assembly line.
"We assign each person in the
family one thing to worry about,"
stated Buchwald. "My sister is in
charge of the Middle East. The
family has chosen me to worry
abour Carter."
The method is simple.
"What we do is to look at the
front page of the paper each day. If
there’s nothing for us to worry about
that day, we have the day off,"
Buchwald said.
The true color of the satirist is in
his inherent pessimism, or at least it
would seem. The source of Ruchwlad’s humor lies in his unquenchable optimism-a belief that we, as
a nation, will somehow muddle
through in spite of what we hear on
the news.
"No matterwhat you see on TV
or read in the newspapers we’re
gonna make it," Buchwald said.
"We’re really lucky. We’re about the
only nation in the world where you
can say what you really think."
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Art Buchwald
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forum
Does country need conscription for security?
Pro -conscription

Anti -conscription

Draft leads to war
By James P. Wagner
Congressman Pete McCloskey’s
plan for a four-option draft to send
I7 -year-old boys and girls into
military or alternative national
service conjurs up some old fears.
McCloskey is concerned over
the present inability of the armed
services to provide 650,000 fighters
for the front line in the event of war.
Or, in this age of push-button
war, 650,000 digits.
And. McCloskey is probably
right. As a nation, we probably could
not muster 650,000 young soldiers at
short notice.
That’s not the point; there are
more important reasons for opposing constription in any form.
When I was 17 years old. I was
still learning to walk and breathe at
the same time.
Entrusting the security of the
nation by putting sophisticated
weapons into the hands of 650,000
post-pubescent fops would be tantamount to drafting orangutangs for
:lin bula nce drivers.
It didn’t work very well in
Vietnam, although god knows, it
wasn’t the kids’ fault they were sent
over there.
We lost that one, with an army
similar to any we could muster
today, draft or no draft.
Supporting the use of conscription to maintain a standing
army in peacetime both feeds the
armaments race and fosters an
attitude of militarism.
To say that these two conditions
aggravate peace is an understatement - they are the very
precursors to war.

I remember 1970.
I was waiting in front of the TV,
like thousands of others, for my
birthday and corresponding draftlottery number to appear on the
screen.
Anxiety’
I could have clung to the ceiling
by my white knuckles.
My number was a god-sent 234,
an inoculation forever, I thought,
James P. Wagner is a
Spartan Daily reporter

against the infectuous Selective
Service System.
Some of my friends were not as
lucky.
Three went to Vietnam, just out
of high school.
One was shot, crippled.
Another was sent over trained
as a cook. The Army traded his
spatula for a grenade launcher, and
one day, while on a Jeep jaunt, he
and his buddies ran over a landmine,
leaving my friend the lone survivor.
The pain of his wound left him
first a morphine addict, then a
heroin addict. The last I saw of him.
he was hitting me up for some
money.
A third friend suffered what was
known in the glory days of war in the
’40s as "shell shock," what modern
new-speak Army psychiatrists innocuously renamed "nervous
fatigue under fire." He recovered
and now works locally.
My neck was saved - not by
god’s mercy, but simply by the
random pairing of two numbers, the
same way my friends were chosen to

_Need draft for safety

serve and get shot up in a rotting
jungle in a humiliating war.
"The ’armed peace’ brings a
competitive race in armaments;
each government strives to outdo
and outwit the other by what means
it can," wrote Edward Krehbiel in
his book "Nationalism, War and
Society."
Krehbiel wrote this in 1916,
during World War I.
Nothing new under the sun...
The age alone of Krehbiel’s
words shows how the McCloskey
proposal would tend to continue the
fallacy of "armed peace" which has
historically preceded war.
"All governments claim that in
the name of national defense the
ultimate right to demand war service from their citizens, men and
women.
"Conscription places the individual entirely at the mercy of
military powers. It is a form of
slavery ... Military education is the
training of the mind and body in the
techniques of killing. It is education
for war. It is the perpetuation of the
war mentality. It thwarts the growth
of man’s will for peace."
These words appear in a
manifesto written by the Joint Peace
Council, a loose aggregation of antiwar groups in the ’30s.
No offense to the good
congressman from Menlo Park, but
I would sooner follow the advice of
the drafters of the document above
than to follow Blood ’n Guts McCloskey into battle.

By Noemi Shillingburg
A standing Army is, unfortunately, a necessity in the same category as locks on doors. Human nature being what
it is dictates this for our own safety and protection. Who then, shall fill the ranks of the military?
Today the ranks are filled with volunteers, a laudable but lamentable gesture. Of every military dollar, 56 cents
is being spent on enlistment bonuses, re-enlistment bonuses and pay increases to tantalize prospects. It’s a noble
idea to dream of an Army filled with patriots burning with a desire to serve their country, but even with the present
benefits, the dream plainly hasn’t come true. If not volunteers, who then shall fill the ranks of the military?
The old draft under the Selective Service was no less than a national disaster. Young men were forced into
uniform who were not smart or rich enough to be in college, not fortunate enough to be born on a good day, unmarried, not dishonest enough to hire a lawyer to find them a loophole, nor able to find a ride to Canada. It was
purely a case of the unlucky fighting an unauthorized war for the ungrateful. If not an unlucky few, who then should
fill the ranks of the military?
My father once told me, when I asked him why he was so strict with me, that I could only have as much freedom
as I had responsibility. And so it should be on a national level. It takes more to run a defense program than tax
dollars and votes; it takes people...of the people, by the people, and for the people. All the people who enjoy the
freedom should share the responsibility.
Surely there is no need to increase our military strength to full combat status since we are facing no war crisis.
However, we must be ready for any and every contigency.
Noemi Shillinburg, ROTC lumor

In order to be able to meet any possible situation, a strong, viable pool of trained replacements to fill our front
line units is necessary. It is in this area the Armed Services have been hurt by the lack of a draft. The Army
estimates that it requires 729,000 trained people in the Reserves to call upon in case of war. Today the actual strength
is only 182,000. The Reserves have not been able to recruit the necessary people to maintain a ready posture and
when this is combined with the sharply dwindling size of potential volunteers brought about by declining birth rates
the problem is seriously magnified.
Now that we know the what-why-and-who, let’s discuss the how. How do we fill a peace-time military
organization with sufficient force to accomplish its assigned missions?
At this time, eligible men and women are not required to register with the Selective Service. There is no
machinery set up to keep track of our potential strength or to call it up in case of emergency. The enemy could march
over half of Europe and be knocking on our front door before we could even sweep the cobwebs off the desks at the
draft board.
What is needed then is some equitable system that will provide the necessary people power to keep our nation
strong and secure. I maintain that the best, fairest, and most economical way to insure a capable fighting force is the
return to the draft system. Not a system like that which existed in the past, but a draft with very few exemptions.
This system should be utilized to strengthen our reserve forces and thus increase our reliance on the timehonored concept of the citizen soldier.

Editorial

Book dumping stops
Here’s proof bureaucracy can work.
Hobert Burns, academic vice-president,
put a stop to the destruction of little-used
books in the library.

general counsel for the Office of the Chancellor of CSUC said.
The library had to get rid of the books
because of lack of room.
Burns is going head on against both
The book destroying was forced on the
library by state regulations, which prohibit regulations. Burns wants to either give the
the selling of books, according to Librarian books away or sell them for a penny a piece.
We commend Burns for using his inJerome Munday.
fluence to stop this inane destruction.
Conversely, "It’s against the law to give a Hopefully, steadfast laws won’t thwart his
gift of state property," Mayer Chapman, effort.

letters
Misleading
Editor:
It is becoming obvious the A.S.
Program Board is going to be a item
in the Spartan Daily for some time to
come now that election time is hard
upon us.
Today I will begin the process of
correcting the many errors,
misleading information and false
implications which have arisen and
are likely to arise in the future.
To begin, in reference to the
Daily article on the Program Board
which ran on Fri., March 2, the
quoted figure for the cost of sending
three board members to a
programming conference was
$1,668.00. The figures I gave Carla
Baker, author of the article, added
up to 81,268.50.
Second, Bruce Santos was
quoted as saying the board only
brought in $532.00 income for a
three-month period. In fact, total
income to date is in excess of $36,000.
Mr. Santos’ misleading statement is
irresponsible and outrageous.
Further, Santos’ concerns that
the board is not programming
shows or entertainment which
qualify as culturally educational"
are unfounded. To again use
Friday’s Spartan Daily as an
example, there were two reviews of
recent shows wnich are certainly
-culturally educational." One
review dealt with The Inner-City
Repertory Theater’s performance of
"Aftershock." a multi-cultural
version of life in Los Angeles.
The other was an interview with
Haile Gerima, an Ethiopian filmmaker who spoke on campus in
conjunction with a screening of his
film "Bush Mama." Mr. Santos, if
these programs are not "culturally
educational," what criteria are you
using?
This year the Program Board
has presented over 34 programs in
:lance, drama, music, lectures and
several residencies by performing
artists, in addition to the weekly
Wednesday Cinema series. The
Program Board is insulted by the
public denigration of our programs.
In sum, a "hidden agenda" lies

behind the recent criticism of the
Program Board. If the student body
wants a preview of candidates for
the upcoming campus elections, just
follow the Program Board controversy. Many of those who are
suddenly "concerned" are attempting to create a political bandwagon to carry them into office.
Terri McDonald
Program Board Director

Dependent
Editor:
This letter is in response to the
article in the Spartan Daily Feb.
27) on the AS. "Funding" of the
Independent Weekly.
As an advertising major, I was
deeply disappointed in the $3,000 the
A.S. (Joe Trippi saw fit to give to
the Weekly. One could assume that a
conflict of interest had occurred. It
is not hard to imagine Mr. Trippi
quietly hustling support for the
money on behalf of his employer, the
Weekly. Several issues are involved
and perhaps just plain ethics call for
a careful examination.
The A.S. has taken it upon
themselves to give student funds to a
private enterprise. This action was
taken without the opinion of a single
student being heard or without
consulting the university. Is the
university aware that technically
the university as well as the State of
California can be held libel for obj ectiona I material the Weekly
prints? Legally, the Weekly will now
be recognized as a university
publication.
It is a well known fact that one of
the reasons the Spartan Daily no
longer receives any money from the
AS. is the AS. was constantly trying
to meddle in the affairs of the Doily.
That is, the AS. wanted to dictate
fiscal policy. Now that $3,000 of A.S.
funds are supporting the Weekly,
can the Weekly still be regarded as
independent? If, as Steve Hastings
stated in the Feb. 27 article, the

Daily is indeed a tool of the Administration, is not the Weekly now
a tool of the AS.? The daily is
supported strictly through advertising revenue, the university
gives it nothing in the way of
financial support. How then is the
Daily a tool of the administration?
The Independent Weekly is
high quality newspaper whose
professionalism is readily apparent.
However, it should be noted the
Daily is run by students who are
enrolled in a laboratory class. Also,
one of the reasons the Daily can
survive on revenue alone, is that the
Daily maintains a low overhead.
This is done by using a cheaper
grade of par and "Spartan"
working conditions.
One could also question the
sudden change in A.S. policy. It had
been decided no funds would be
granted to unproven activities. Any
activity that was in existence for
less than a year was deemed unproven. Does not the Weekly fall into
this category? Will anyone be
surprised if the "Dependent
Weekly" endorses Mr. Trippi in the
upcoming presidential elections.
Del P. Ruiz
Advertising senior

Daily policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office 1.1C 208 ) between
9a .m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by
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Jose State University, 125 So.
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All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style. invasion of privacy and libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
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university community.
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editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
by-line attributing the article accordingly.

The Daily encourages read
continents regarding eclitoria
opinions or news stories.
Press Releases
Releases should be submitted
early as possible to the City Edit
at the Spartan Daily office or
mail. The sooner the release
received, the better coverage I
topic may receive.
All releases should include
telephone number that can be call
in case further information
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves t
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invasion of pivacy or libel.
Announcements of meeti:
times, displays and other min,
releases should ix’ submitted at t)
Daily office in the Spartaguide Is
located against the’west wall of II
office.
General News
The Spartan Daily welcom
ideas for news stories from
campus personnel. Ikpartmer
can call the Daily at 277-3181
report any policy changes ,
achievements by professors al’
students.
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feature
reate a business
Brush and baton keys
to successful enterprises

,

ty Patrick McGreevy
One boast of the free
erprise system is that
h ingenuity, persistence
hard work anyone can
ceed.
Despite their youth and
xperience, several SJSU
dents have taken aditage of the available
iortunities and have
It prosperous businesses
heir own.
KC Painting Company
In their junior year in
h school Mike Kasser,
n Jordan and Charlie
iss decided that they
nted to make money, but
n’t want to work at a
t food restaurant.
The trio saw that there
s money to be made in
ise painting, so even
ugh they knew nothing
the business, they took
the job of painting a
Ise that summer.
"We had no experience
we learned as we went
a
)ng,"
Kassar,
magement senior at
The opi1J, said.
-tunity was there; we
t went after it to the

Today they pay weekly
salaries to seven people
during the summer, and
own two trucks, several
ladders and sprayers,
scaffolding, and other
pa initng equipment.
"We bid $300 for that
first 5-bedroom, two-story
house," Kassar siad.
"Today for that same
house we’d charge about
$1,600."
Many of the lessons
they learned were learned
the hard way. They’ve split
five gallons of paint on a
driveway, one gallon of a
rug, and tipped 22 feet of
scaffolding through a
picture window, according
to Jordan.
But most of the experience has been good.
They’ve learned how to

L.

Jordan, who took two
iduate courses at SJSU
t semester; Cross, a n
onornic
senior
at
iversity of San Franco; and Kassar ad:Used their sevice in
ir local newspaper.
The second summer
V painted four houses,
md by the third summer
y had established the
C Painting Co.
"It was hard," Kassar,
said, but working for
irselves was a challenge.
didn’t want to work for
meone else."
They talked to people
nit the painting market,
i got tips from other
nters.

photo by Terry Ste/ma
Rick Wilson

keep books, plan for the
future, do estimates and
work with customers,
Kasser said.
The future of the JKC
Painting Co., despite the
company’s success, is

uncertian. Kasser, Jordan
and Cross plan to sell the
company this year and go
on to something new.
"It’s at the point now
where we’re on the verge of
getting in too deep,"
Kasser said. "If we continue we’ll have to go
professional. We just don’t
want to paint the rest of our
lives."
Kasser hopes to go into
some form of importexport business after
graduation.
Jordan has
been accepted at the
American Graduate School
of Business in Arizona and
Cross will go for an MBA
degree at the University of
Santa Clara.
"I have no regrets,"
Kasser said. "It’s been
good experience owning a
business." Jordan and
Cross agree.
Excel Products
It’s easy to guess that
whatever business Rick
Wilson started it had to
have something to do with
batons and drum majoring.
The 20-year-old advertising junior first
handled a baton when he
was 3 1/2 years old.
He won California state
baton championships in ’64
and ’65, arid traveled the
country performing until
his retirement at age eight.
He then started a
school for drum majors at
Prospect High School in
Saratoga, where he gives
private lessons to 20 high
school students, from the
Bay Area, at a time. He
also taught for the United
Spirit Association, a school
that cheerleaders and
baton twirlers attend.
When he took up the
baton again, it was as drum
major for the SJSU marching band last year.
The drum major’s

baton they gave him was
heavy and inflexible, so he
decided to build his own.
Two hours after he had
built the first seven Excellon Drum Major’s

beginning production eight
months ago. The UCLA
drum major uses an Excellon Baton.
The new baton has a
more flexible, plastic

of the SJSU School of Social
Work, the question is appropriate enough.
Santa Clara County has
the only County Office of
Appropriate Technology in
California, now housed at

44".
I

101

Assorted cookies

Pcrrictribur
14huin
17-77-1

SJSU.
Some examples of
appropriate technology
currently in use are
community gardens, the
San Jose Food Co-op, a
housing development
corporation for low and
moderate income people,
Cooperating
and
the
Alliance
Agricultural
which distributes food to
food co-ops from San Luis
Obispo to San Mateo, according to Richard Wenn,
staffer at the Apropriate
Technology Office.
"It’s scaling things
down to an appropriate
size," he said.
Wenn balks at calling
the office, nicknamed
"OATS," a movement,
although a first-of-its-kind
conference at SJSU last
weekend drew more than
100 people from around the
Bay Area and as far away
as Seattle and Washington,
D.C.
"We want to create a
sense of community,"
Wenn said. "If Santa Clara
County were based on
appropriate technology,
there would be no smog and
no commuters. Things
would be small-scale and
people would live close to
where they work.
Bananas are a good
example of how smallscale technology would
apply to this valley, Wenn
said.
According to Wenn, a
banana -free diet would
save energy utilized in
transporting them from
South American countries,
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FOR YOUR
LIFE AFTER
COLLEGE

The battalion canvassed blocks that White
had picked, and painted
curb numbers for anywhre
from $1 to $10 (whatever
the cusomer felt it was
worth) for those residents
who were interested.
Student
Services
averages $350 a day or 1,700
painted numbers, according to White. When the
summer was over die
compnay had painted
approximately 13,000 curb
numbers.
"I love it," White said
about owning his own
business. "I worked once

Call Captain Clark
at 277-2985
or come to room 310
MacQuarrie Hall.
A

Ii
GREAT TECHNOLOGICAL
ENVIRONMENT
with a degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer
Science, or Applied Mathematics, and are looking for
a job providing growth, opportunity and
IR
challenge, then we invite you to consider
a career with GTE Sylvania on the beautiful
SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA
We are a leading developer and manufacturer of sophisticated computer -based
systems for the Department of Defense and related agencies These are realtime
systems which acquire and process electromagnetic signals Their functions are
distributed across multiple processors, coded in structured languages, use data
base facilities such as DBMS-11, and are interfaced to sophisticated devices such
as smart terminals, receivers, recorders and transmitters
By Joining our compl.te systems house, you will have an opportunity to participate in design and development efforts in the following areas
Develop system
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
requirements, engineering designs, hardware and software
specifications and test requirements to perform signal collection
and information processing functions. You will also perform
parameter estimation, statistical signal processing, and
pattern recognition

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

AMBROSIA
"Life beyond L.A."
I fear their Hit SitlqIc
"How Much I Feel"

Mid -Campus S.J.S.U.
venom

mu. min c,1

Tickets $5 50 all students with valid I I)
$6 50 general public
pill ire at the door
$1
Available at
BAY;. San ,liise Box Office.
Gala( tx Zoo in Los Gatos. A S
Business Office. 2nd finor Student
inion

For

more’

information. call 277 322S
or 277 2807
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Mike Kasser
shaft,and is lighter than itw
predecessor, according to
Wilson.
The company and his
school, together with a
part-time
job
as
promotions director at
radio station KEZR, are
putting Wilson through
college.
"It’s a great exercise,"
Wilson added. "I’ve been
able to learn about
marketing, planning and
how to get licenses and

eliminate a vital selling developing city centers.
The only faculty
market for bananas
thereby freeing developing member of the OATS staff
countries from a cash-crop is Michael Hibbard. He lent
dependency on the U.S., his office space to OATS
and develop support for after it left its first office in
locally -produced fruits and the Santa Clara County
vegetables that would aid Administration building.
Hibbard, who teaches
area farmers.
"Nobody gets uptight social planning and
development,
on
community
when you pick
is a strong advocate for
bananas," he joked.
"We’re looking at big appropriate technology.
warns,
Hibbard
changes in the 1980s," said
Howie Simon, another though, that the budding
OATS movement has the
staffer.
Simon believes the potential for turning into a
force
next decade will see "reactionary"
food calling for people to "pull
commercial
production inside urban themselves up by their
areas. He says that as bootstraps.
California agribusiness
"It’s clear to me you
gains more control over have to have bootstraps to
what people eat, more do that," he said.
labor-intensive food crops
But Hibbard is hopeful.
that are less dependent on He believes appropriate
chemical fertilizers will technology is "a way to
sprout in the state’s bring about a new society."

of
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Associated
daily

Son

Menilyer
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The hired students
were then divided up into
seven distributors, 10
collecotrs and five painters.
Tom Jordan and
batons they were sold. He
saw a market, so ExcelProducts was born.
Last year he sold
approximately 200 batons
for $38 a piece to drum
majors throughout the U.S.
"My baton has been on
national TV in the Rose
Bowl parade, Fiesta Bowl,
and Macy ’s parade,"
Wilson said.
found
He
has
customers as far away as
since
Massachusetts

This summer White
and Sherman plan to cover
the area from Milbrae to
Palo Alto with their service.
Most of the money he
earns will be saved for
when he attends the UCLA
Law School. When he goes
to UCLA he wants to have
some other sort of
business, if not curbaddress painting, he said.
But for right now he’s
busy assembling equipment and gettting licenses
for this summer’s work.

TUESDAY SPECIAL

White, the top painter
for Student Projects, and
Sherman the top salesman,
wanted to be their own
boss, according to White.

They took out an ad in
the paper for the area they
were covering, San Mateo,
and for the two days
following, answered "a
phone call every 45
seconds,- according to
White.

Thursday, March 8, 9 p.m.
Morris Dailey Auditorium

Spartan Daily

for Jack in the Box and I
said I was never going to
work for anyone este
again."
"Friends say to me,
’You must be worried that
you’ll make mistakes,’ but
I’d rather depend on
myself than have someone
else above me make a
mistake that gets me
fired."
White spent the winter
recess training a man in
Salt Lake City to run the
first franchise of Student
Services.

The 20 year-old SJSU
pre -law student, and
Sherman, a speech communications major at
SDSU, made up flyers,
applied for business and
sales licenses, and hired 22
high school and college
students.

That’s so ’appropriate’ about ’appropriate technology?
By Stephen Cohodas
What is appropriate
hnology? Not an easy
istion for anyone in the
irt of Silicon Valley but
12 people crammed into
ces on the second floor

permits, on a small scale."
He feels the company
duties complement his
major.
As for the future of
Excel Products, Wilson
can’t see it as a living, but
thinks it’ll always be a good
sideline.
"I enjoy it,"he said,
"and that’s what’s important."
Student Services
Last summer Ed White
and Jeff Sherman,
dissatisfied working ewith
a curb address painting
compnay called Student
Projects, left and formed
their own company,
Student Services.

\,;"a41141t.:ih1},

Design and develop
realtime software systems, and utilize advanced programming
techniques and high level languages on minicomputers such
as PDP 11/70.

HARDWARE/MICROPROCESSOR - will be able to
design realtime microprocessor -controlled equipment and
support assembly language software Heavy utilization of Intel
8080 and Hi-’21mX.
RF & MICROWAVE ENGINEERS -- Expand your
expertise by designing and developing specifications for
microwave and receiver subsystems Also involves designing
linear IF amplifiers, video amplifiers, detection circuitry and
receiver control circuits.
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS
Friday, March 9
If you are unable to talk with us on this day, please call collect at
(415) 966-2995 weekdays, Or send your resume to P0 Box 188, Mountain View
CA 94042 We are an equal opportunity employer, minorities and females
encouraged to apply

SYLVANIA
The Great Technological Environment
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Aeronautics students
on the ground at SJSU
From Icarus to the Wright
Brothers to Neil Armstrong, man
has sought to imitate the birds in
flight.
SJSU’s
Aeronautics
Department is carrying on that
tradition.
The aeronautics program is
unique among SJSU’s departments,
as the majority of the courses
required are taught not on campus,
but at the San Jose Municipal Airport. The lecture and laboratory
facilities are situated on five acres
leased by the university from the
city for 50-year periods.
Approximately 500 yards away
from the SJSU buildings commercial lines including United, Air
California and Hughes Air West
arrive and depart. The proximity of
the real profession itself seems to
inspire aeronautics students.
Thomas E. Leonard, department chairman, estimates that
approximately one-half of some 800
students currently enrolled in
aeronautics express interest in
commercial piloting.
Oddly enough, the piloting
license in any form
private or

SJSU
aeronautics
student Greg Cano
(above) sits in the
cockpit of a Beechcraft
airplane that he and
fellow Aeronautic 175
students are repairing.
John Brun, Rick Chase
and
Gary
Trovinger
(top photo left to right)
are checking out the
engine of the Sun
Queen. The vintage
plane dates from the
’40s and was originally
a military plane later
converted to private
use. A San Jose doctor
donated the craft to
SJSU’s
aeronautic
facilities
at
the
Municipal
Airport.
Cano
(bottom
left
photo) checks out the
right
wing.
Chase
(bottom right photo)
fixes some wires in the
underbody
of
the
plane’s fusilage.

commercial is the one thing that
SJSU’s program does not offer its
students.
Flight training for students
through campus programs is
prohibited by executive order 82 out
department
Sacramento,
of
secretary Phoebe Peasley said.
Professor Jerry Shreve of the
Aeronautics Department is
currently working with Sacramento
officials in an attempt to rescind
that order.
After graduation perhaps only
one-quarter off the aeronautics
students actually pursue a career in
commercial piloting, Leonard said.
The remainder branch out into
related fields such as aircraft
maintenance and airport
management.
The department has contracted
with United Air Lines in San
Francisco to train aeronautics
students iterested in air traffic
control.
An upper division aeronautics
student has the option of spending
two, six-month periods at United’s
school with a semester at SJSU in
between and after. At the end of this

time the student who performs well
is often ofered a position as an air
traffic controller with United,
Leonard said.
The Aeronautics Department
offers two bachelor of science
degrees. The first is a concentra ton
in aeronautical maintenance, and is
mostly engineering in nature.
Gradutates are qualified for
positions in production planning,
supervisory maintenance and
positions in the aerospace field.
The majority of students
queried opt for the second concentratiion, that of operations. This
degree is further subdivided into
three categories: flight operations,
maintenance management and
acirninisration. Among other things,
graduates are qualified for positions
in airport management, air traffic
control and tehnical management.
The Aeronautics Department
doesn’t have the facilities to place
all its graduates with airlines or
airports, Leonard said. He is
working with the Career Planning
and Placement Center at SJSU to
remedy the situtation.

photos by LiLi Razavi
story by Leslie R. Erickson
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partans stomp Nevada- Reno in finale

Nomen cagers seeded third in Regionals
they won’t encounter any champions,
against
University of Nevada- seventh-seeded Stanford;
Renos.
and fourth -seeded Cal
SJSU squares off with Poly -Pomona against Long
the University of Southern Beach State, the fifth seed.
California Thursday at 3:45
The seedings were
p.m. in the first round of announced Sunday at a
the District 8 Regionals at meeting of the Region 8
UC Santa Barbara.
committee in Los Angeles.
The Trojans lost to Region
8
includes
Stanford 68-61 this season. California, Hawaii and
The Spartans trounced the Nevada.
Cardinals 76-66 and 79-51.
SJSU’s
third -place
The other pairings in seeding came amidst a bit
the initial day of com- of controversy. The Region
petition feature top-seeded 8 committee has five
University of Nevada -Las members. In voting
Vegas against eigth-seeded procedures, the fifth vote is
San Francisco State; a tie-breaker. There was a
second-seeded UCLA (the tie between the Spartans
defending
national and Cal Poly for the third

By Chuck Bustillos
The manner in which
SJSU women’s
ketball team dominated
pponents en route to a
season wasn’t only
was
esome--it
htening.
The most recent victim
the Spartans was the
versity of Nevada -Reno
lfpack, which SJSU
troyed 92-50 in its
ular-season finale.
But the regular season
ver. Now it’s on to that
-ve-wracking "second
son" known as the play And Spartan coach
ron Chatman and
npany can be sure that

seed, so the tie-breaker
vote was needed.
However, that fifth
vote belonged to collimate
chairman Carol Willard.
Willard also happens to be
the
SJSU
assistant
women’s athletic director.
Her vote, she claimed,
would be too biased so
Alice Henry, Regional
Coordinator, cast the
deciding votein favor of
the Spartans.
"There was a lot of
friction after the votes
came out," Chatman said.
"We were seeded third
ahead of Long Beach who
came out fifth. There was
some controversy because

Long Beach had beaten us,
but we had a better record.
But now that that’s all
settled we’re just going to
go for it."
The Spartans won’t go
very far if they don’t get
past USC first.
Thursday’s match has
the makings of one of those
speed versus muscle
battles. Whichever team
establishes the tempo of
the game will have the
upper hand.
"They’re a very big
team," Chatman said of
USC. "They’ve got a 6’6"
center. They’re a very
physical team. And they
have a pair of excellent

aphael, Maki snap out of slumps
s baseball team beats Long Beach
By Dan Wood
SAN LUIS OBISPO o guys from whom the
U baseball team has
si expecting big things
season but getting little
ally came through
day as the Spartans
t Long Beach State in a
-league game, 8-4.

Raphael said, but today I
just tried to get them to hit
the ball.
’I feel like I can pitch
again now. I don’t have to
press to geet that first

Maki led the offensive
parade for SJSU with three
hits in four trips, including
Randy
Pitcher
a triple, homer and three
phael and centerfielder runs batted in.
oft Maki put on their best
’rformances of the season
Maki, hitting only .152
lead SJSU to its ninth going into the Long Beach
n of the year against contest, lifted his average
en losses.
over .200 for the first time
this season.
Raphael went the
tance on the mound,
"That’s
the
first
liting the 49ers to six hits plateau," Maki said. "Now
tile striking out five.
I have to go for the next one
"It’s like a weight off
17 shoulders," Raphael
Id of his first victory of
’! year after four losses.
Control .problems had
len a big part of
pliael’s inability to get
o the win column, but he
asistently got ahead of
Long Beach hitters
nday, walking only one.
"I’ve ben pressing,"

SJSU coach Gene
Manges’ patience with
Maki’s slow start seems to
be starting to pay
dividends.
"It was good to see him
get going at the plate,"
Menges said.
’He played good
defense too. He was getting

COMMERCIAL
TIRE WAREHOUSE
Featuring DUNLOP TIRES

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
RECAPS SHOCKS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT BRAKE SERVICE
37 1 - 7 900
1386 White Oaks Rd., Campbell
Open Weekdays 96; Saturdays 93

etpense under the direction of Student Service,
I feel the Ombudsman should he an independent office
needs when dealing with

A two-run homer by
designated hitter Rick
Dostel in the bottom of the
first gave Long Beach its
only lead of the day.

"I’m moved off the
plate a little," he said,
"They’ve been pitching me
inside all year so I stepped
back just a little."

From there, SJSU took
command with two runs
each in the third, fourth
and fifth inning.

The Spartans got on the
board in the top of the first
when
Chris
Pedretti
singled, stole second and
scored on Greg Robles’
single.

The third-inning rally
was
highlighted
by
Pedretti’s steal of home as
Dan Addiego gave himself
up on a double steal atempt
to allow Pedretti to score.

Roundtree was kayoed
in the fifth affter giving up
seven runs.

SAN LUIS OBISPO - SJSU’s baseball team
came out on the short end of two slugfests with Cal
Poly - San Luis Obispo here Monday, falling 11-10
and 8-4 in non-league action.
Joe Daretta’s two home runs in the first game
went for naught as the Mustangs barraged SJSU
pitching, scoring three runs in the bottom of the
eighth for the victory.
SJSU is now 9-9 on the season.
Further details on the doubleheader will appear
in tomorow’s Daily.

Bulldogs hold NCBA lead
For the first time in
three years, the Fresno
State
baseball
team
escaped from its road trip
to Nevada -Reno with a win
this past weekend.
In fact, the Bulldogs
took two of the three games
from UNR to maintain
their two-game lead in the
California
Northern
Baseball Association firsthalf race.

FSU, now 9-3, disposed Fresno uprising in the
of UNR 8-4 Friday and 11-4 third.
in the first game of a
Eight Reno errors
doubleheader Saturday hastened the Wolfpack’s
before the Wolf Pack came demise in the first game
back to salvage a 2-1 Saturday, but UNR’s Al
decision in the nightcap.
Kirby checked FSU in the
John Reelhorn im- second contest.
proved his mound record to
4-0 in winning the opener
St. Mary’s took two-offor Fresno. Dan Gladden three of Pacific over the
belted a three-run triple to weekend to remain two
highlight an eight-run games out at 7-5. The Gaels
dumped UOP 4-2 and 10-1
but fell short in their bid for
a sweep, 4-1.
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In the other NCBA
series, Santa Clara vacated
the NCBA basement with
two iwins in three tries
against University of San
Francisco.
Fresno State hosts St.
Mary’s in a crucial three game series this weekend
and closes out the first half
with a three-game set
saginst SJSU at San Jose
Municipal Stadium.
SJSU,
meanwhile.
entertains UOP Friday at
2:30 at Muni and then
moves to Stockton for a
doubleheader with the
same club starting at nnon
Saturday.

(41
2
3
3
41/2
41/2

Student Name
Friday’s results
Santa Clara 5, San Frimeistai
Fresati State 8. Nevada -Reno 4
Si. Mary’s 4. Pacific

.

Drop this form into designated hoses in the library or in
the information niffue in the Student Union or at (outwit
Chambers.

Saturday’s results
Santa
ra 6-2. San Fraiminca 741
Fresno :Mite 11-I. Net adaItento 4-2
St. Mary ’s 10-1. Pacific 1-1

tor moriontormation
t
Associated Students
ird I loor
Student Union
277-1201

Sunday ’s results
4 I matte:Igoe
SJSU R. I one Reach SL
Tuesday ’s games
Paella al Saida I lora 2.. I prim.

ti i the fullest in beating the
Wolf Pack.
Halvorson,
a
sophomore transfer from
Shasta
Community
College, finished with 13
points and 11 rebounds
before fouling out in the
final minutes of the contest. She played on last
season’s team whcih was
dropped from the regionals
in the first game by
Nevada -Las Vegas. Bernardino forecasts a different outcome in the

post -season
upcoming
encounters.
One girl who Chatman
hopes to get back into a
starting position is Elinor
Banks. In her first playing
appearance in three weeks,
-Goose" scored 12 points
and nabbed II rebounds.
However, Chatman is not
fretting; understudy center
Susan Day turned in her
most impressive performance of the year
against UNI1 as she connected on mm game-high 18
points and 10 rebounds.

arra urn
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AIR PASSENGER SERVICE

London prices falling down
retif.rrItight

Doily,direct flights L.A. to London
Hundreds of seats available
For Information call (213) 646-9600
up-to-the-hour seat availability call (213) 646-9650
For Mailed brochure write Laker Airways. Ltd .
’,Na
6851 West Imperial Highway, Los Angeies CA 90045

For
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The 49ers got two runs
in the bottom of the fifth
but Maki’s solo homer in
the seventh put the game
on ice for SJSU.
EXTRA BASES - Game with
long Beach was another of those
inevitable last-minute schedule
changes ... long Beach was M town
for a weekend series with Cal Poly
SID and coach John Gonzalves
agreed to keep his 49ers around for
an extra game, thereby giving Cal
Poly a bit of a schedule break ...
Series was originally scheduled for
San Luis Obispo Stadium but recent
rain forced a switch to Poly Field ...
Dimensions of the campus park are
incredibly short in all but left field,
which had a lot to do with the
abundance of home runs ... Weather
turned out to be ideal Sunday, the
best the Spartans have seen all
season.

SJSU loses 2

ministration and faculty.

Soc. Sec. No.

Long Beach made
three errors in the fourth,
two by starting pitcher
Handsome Roundtree, and
another in the fifth to aid
the Spartans’ cause.

Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a sunshine beach there’s
going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation break. And
after the sun goes down... well, you know the effect the
moonlight has on a celebration. We can only hope it won’t
be a full moon.
Because from now through April 21 we’re opening the
13ahamas/Paradlse Island to a wave of American College
students. We have reason to believe that the wave may
reach tidal proportions. Probably because of the price:
$368 including air fare and hotel.
So there it is, young America. We guarantee you the best of
dancing on the beach, athletic competitions, rum festivals,
limbo parties and more!
Beyond that, you’re invited to improvise. And since your
talent for good timing is legendary, we’ve made preparations for you. We’re going to be ready.
With open arms.
For more information, contact:

444 E WillicansStrePt
Jose 0495IE
V2g2

NCBA standings

STUDENT POLL
I feel the Ombudsman office should he maintained as an
Integral part of the administration and not he at the students

responsive to student

a better jump on the ball
than he’s been getting."
Maki’s explanation for
his sudden success was
simple.

forwards."
The dynamic duo to
which the Spartan coach
referred is Terry Huff and
Anna Marie Lopez. Both
were high school AllAmericans and each is 6-1.
They are strong underneath the basket, and
both are good perimeter
scorers.
"We’re going to try and
run against them to the
fullest," Chatman said.
"We’ve got to keep the
tempo as high as possible.
We also have to control the
boards; they’re strong
underneath."
One other phase of the
game which the Spartans
are going to brush-up on is
getting the ball downcourt
through a full-court press.
San Franicsco State gave
SJSU trouble with its full court press in last week’s
SJSU win and USC utilizes
a variety of full -court press
defenses.
Nevada -Reno didn’t
give SJSU any trouble at
all. Not even Red Auerbach
has a defense for an
emotionally psyched-up
basketball team.
Raylene
Seniors
Ochoa, Lee Bernardino and
Sally Halvorson all got
starting nods and this
sparked the club to execute

[ ; March 23 - March 31

ri April 6 - April 15

H Alright! Sounds good! I’ve checked the week I
want to party and enclosed my $50 deposit.
Name
Address
State

Zip

City

Telephone

Er, Western Airlines Fl.)11G

ieettfe COLLEGIATE HOtIDAYS INC

NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEKS

Friday’s games
Pinata at SJStl. 2 30 p.m
St Mary ’s at Fresno State. 7,30 p.m.
,evaila-itiam at 1.1SE. 2 :10p in

ASSOCIATEd STUdENTS

Saturday ’s doubleheader i all MIMI I
SJSU at Pi icif list.Mary ’sat Fresno Sta le
Nevada-lienaut use’

7

LEISURE SERVICES

Cross Country
Ski Trip
To

Carson Pass
$20.00
March 31-April 1
Pre -trip I.ectures
March 12, 19,26
Beginners Welcome
Register in the A.S. Busine s
Office. Call 277-2972 for
Information
Limited Space

k

SAVE MONEY
ON
ART SUPPLIES
Chartpak Transfer Letters

20%
off regular price with this ad
Good thru March 16, 1979

10%

student discount every day
On all other art materials

JOHN

Avr

CENTER

432 N.6ANTA CRUZ AVENUE
354-7920
LO6 CATO8 CA.

ECONOMY
EIlyIMPORTS
INC.
IMPORTED CAR PARTS
New Location
Intersection of
So. 1st and So. Market 998-5060
Students stop by and
pick up 15% discount card

Plenty of Free Customer Parking

Page 6, March 6, 1

,741.11-)1

id your
Top talent always makes the right move,
and so does TRW. Every facet of what
we are doing is on the cutting edge of
now and the future.. .tuned into the
wavelengths of the farthermost reaches
beyond. If you feel your career is in
"check" position, think hard...then make
your move. Because, at TRW, we are
looking for top engineering talent with
that intuitive quality of mind who are
capable of making the synaptical leap
into the future. There is space for you
among your peers and lots of head
room. Think about it. The point of power
is acting now! It’s your move!

WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING
ON CAMPUS...
MARCH 9
For the following disciplines:

ENGINEERING
AERONAUTICAL
CIVIL
ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONICS
MECHANICAL

MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS

move!
COMPUTER SCIENCES
BS, MS, PhD At TRW, we have one of the most
advanced high technology facilities in
the world. Our products, from the
smallest micro circuit to the largest
satellite, are designed by the top notch
teams of professionals...with a growing
need for bright young people like you
who can contribute new ideas and
concepts. We are diversified enough for
you to build a sound career and grow
professionally as your responsibilities
and contributions increase.
Consider carefully your career goals,
then consider a company called TRW.
REMEMBER.. .top professionals are
known by the company they keep.
Especially when the company is called
TRW, an equal opportunity employer
offering excellent salaries and an
outstanding Flexible Benefits Plan.
If you would like TRW to know about
you, come by and see us when we’re
on campus or send us your resume:
MANAGER OF COLLEGE RELATIONS
R5/6180 SJ228
ONE SPACE PARK
REDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

A

Company
CaBee
DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP

March 6, 1979, Page 7

sports
ong hiatus doesn’t bother women golfers
ACAVILIE-After nearly a month and a half without
Ach, SJSU’s women’s golf team defeated Stanford
rsity 303-321 in Northern California Athletic Concc action Saturday.
he three other NCAC teams-UC Davis, Sacramento
and Nevada-Reno-competed but did not have full
)layer teams and were not figured in the team score.
.JSU’s Juli Simpson, winner of the Lady Aztec Inonal earlier this year and second-low amateur in the
S. Open, led all 19 golfers with a 73 on the 18-hole
n Tree Golf Course in Vacaville.
’eanunates Lisa Baxter, voted Miss Golf of 1978 by
Digest magazine and participant in the 1979 Bing
3y Pro-Am, finished in a tie for second with Sally
of Stanford and Reno’s Patty Sheehan at 75.
’he Spartans then took the next three places.
tunan Kellie Swank, a fourth place finisher in the
Aztec, shot a 77 for fifth and junior Carol Conidi and
captain Lisa Goedecke tied for sixth at 78.
’hough SJSU coach Mark Gale believes "putting and
hort game seem to be our low points right now" he
"anticipate further improvement" for the Spartans
season progresses.
’he Spartans meet Stanford head-on today at 11:30
at Stanford. Gale considers the Cardinals SJSU’s
competition" for the NCAC title.
tanford will be without Voss and SJSU will not have
ervices of Goedecke. Both have accepted invitations
e Mexico City Amateur tournament and will be
g in it this week.

ports schedule
MEN
Today
enniS- vs. U( Berkeley at South Campus. 2 pin.
Thursday
wilnMing - st PCAA championships at tong Beach State. through
la
olf -at VC Davis Invitational. all div. through Friday.
?estling at NCAA Mishit’ I championships at Ames. Iowa. through
day’toots.

- vs. Stanford at South Campus. 2 p.m.
Friday
laseballi vs. Pacific at M marina) Staditun. 2,30 pin.
iiinnastics - at PUAA championships at Fullerton. 7:30 p.m_ through
lay.
Saturday
lowhng
California Intercollegiate Mixed
Championships at
nt. Union Games Area. all flay. through Sunda).
oseball -at Pacific 2’. noon.
track .vs. Ur Berkeley at San Jose Citi College. 10:15 a.in.

.r.mi

Sunday
facto ’at PAAU Senior Championships at Dah Cit). noun.
WOMEN
1
Today
’ennis at Santa (lira. 230 p.m.
Wednesday
’lot( at NCAC tournament at Stanford. a II itis.
Thursday
’ennis -at UCBerkeley.3 pin.
llasketball - vs. US(’ at AIAW Western RegionaLs at Santo Barbara 3:45
1. tournament continues through Saturday.
Friday
vmnastics at Noreal championships at Berkeley. 7 pin.. through
day.
ennis - at Sacramento State Invitational, all day. through Saturillso.
’inning -at Western Regionals :it 1.ong Beach. 9 amt. through Saturday

Nig A SIGN
CHARITY SHOW
1//
oc4
c0
1110.,

classifieds
announcements

PRO DJ (SJSU student) wills own
equipment and retools 1111 spin
the disks at your small party.
S5/hr 7864719.
MEN! WOMEN.
JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience High Pay! See
Europe, Hawaii. Australia, So
America Career Summer! Send
53 85 for Info to SEAWORLD,
Box 61035, Sacto CA 95860
SIR RA gclub meeting Ties. 7.30 pm
GiadoluPe Rm student unlearn

9
oor and conservation activities.
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Classes in Psychic Development, meoltation, Aquarian
Gospel, Prosperity. 39114509.
TYPING. Fast, Accurate and
reasonable too IBM Selectric.
Give me a try. I’m in West San
Jose. Call Paty 984 1642.

COLOR IS THE FASHION FOR
SPRING! Let me determine
OSP most flattering as well as
give
a
you
stylepion These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life, i give you
about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together svith your personal
style description in a portfolio.
By appt. only. References.
Sliding scale of fees. Inquire
details colors. Carol Lynne
Bowman, MA., 247,1504, 5:30
700 p.m, most eves, Ilanylpm
Saturdays. Also, Dress for
Success for the Business.
minded. You never have to
makes Clothes mistake again.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!
The Widest selection of the
Highest fidelity at ft* Lowest
prices! AE is your consumer
electronics buying service for
nearly 300 brands of audio
components, compacts, por
tables, and accessories for auto,
home, stage, or studio. AE also
has TV’s Vies, videoscreens
and games. Everything you
need in home entertainment at 5
to 50 percent DISCOUNTS! Mfg
wrnty. Plus optional 5 year
extended wrnty. All accessories
at cost w/purchase of any
system! SPREE LPs with each
Purchase! If you’re tired of the
small selection at the Sound.
works, the high prices at
Pacific, or the thrown together’
lank systems at Cal, then you
owe it to yourself to Give Audio
Enterprises a call. The number
is 255 5550. M -F after 2 P.m.,
anytime weekends. Ask for Ken.
Audio Enterpirses Has It!

5.
Ole

AUDITION NOW!
$5.00 Entrance Fee Per Act
For details call:

Kappa Sigma Fraternity
279-9860
Ask for: John. Pete. Anita or Bob

GRAND
OPENING
CELEBRATING OUR 10th LOCATION
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

TUNE-UP
SPECIAL
FOUR
CV l

PARTS St LABOR
TUNED WHILE YOU WAIT
$600 EXTRA for 6 & 8 cyl.

16( 1

Your Car is tuned on our Road
Dyno. A $21.000 system far more
accurate than any tune-up
under idle conditions
YOUR TUNE-UP INCLUDES

New spark plugs a points Replace
detective condensof rotor distritalOf can
cuncililailuziolir.eiluel filter eau./ a
(
i
..m._ ear,
Test Ior vacuum leaks
OBE es
smog system ,et timing
_ u ’,1
,
at’
OIL-dett90
.G ARANTEED 6.000 MILES
a
With this ad. Exp. Apr.15,1979
q
Good Monday thru Friday.
/REG. $39-4 cyl; 8414 ey1; 643-8 eye

(7«\711111011,11 e I 1111=
we
C’tiN1
TUINE4-1113 SPECI A UEM3
SAN JOSE

E. SANTA CLARA at 13th ST.
298 0900
NINE OTHER TUNE UP CENTERS IN
San Jose, Campbell, Cupertino, Santa Clara, Mt View,
Sunnyvale, Hayward and Redwood City

DISCO EXPERIENCE: Mobile
Disco and Light Shows with
Peter B. Tremendous sound
systems and lighting effects
available for all occasions. Cali
(40812674156.
GAY MEN and Lesbians SJSU Gay
Student Union meets most
Thurs. MI PM in the Guadalupe
Pm of the SJSU Student Union,
Speaker led discussions, rap
groups, potluck dinners and
other activities. We provide an
informal educational social
setting which is very conclusive
to meeting people and learning
about the gay community Be all
attend. For our
You can be
meeting schedule or just more
information call our events tape.
Pa GAYS
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand mune hard or soft lens
for
free
Send
supplies.
illustrated catalog. Contact
Lens Supplies. Box 7453,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011
BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS
DEALER. Sell Brand Name
Stereo Components at lowest
prices High profits: NO IN
VESTMENT REqUIRED For
details, contact: FAD Com
Portents, Inc. 65 Passaic Ave.,
P.O. Box 619, Fairfield, New
Jersey 07006

King Tut group tour tickets
available for Sunday July 22 9.00
AM 02 call 247,3466.
Needed SJSU Grad, student for AS
Council. Must be tenacious!

WANTED TO BUY: Baseball cards,
all years and types, especially
Bowman, Goody, Post, Lea Top
Prices paid Call Peter Field.
629-6939,
typing,
PROFESSIONAL
proofreading and editing. Fast.
Student rates. Jeannie, 274.1975.
SKIERS UNITE! Ski Park City. Alta
and Snowbird over Easter
Vacation. Five fantastic days
and nights. April 713. Only 0180.
transportation,
includes
lodging, lifts and parties. Alta
and Snowbird included. Sign up
at table in Art Goad area and at
meeting on Thursday, March 1
In Engineering 132 11’7.30 p.m.
Ski Heavenly and Kirkwood
March 34100 525imembers and
S32/non-members. Discover the
Ski Club sd ski the best powder
anywhere. Joe Patterson, 268
2529.295-6705

automotive

’74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback
AM/FM stereo cassette, new
steel belted radial tires, 6-cyl., 3
spd . 20 mpg. $2,695 Call 239.
6276.
MINI dirt bike, SP. ’69 Okls Delta 4.
dr., solid, dependable tran
sportation. 1400. Call 377.1660
after 5p.m.

for sale

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs:
FIRE.
HOME,
AUTO.
HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
at your home, or at my office.
Let’s get together and give you
better coverage for less money.
CALL, MORY STAR, 2533277 or
446.3649.
BOLES Camera. 16mm non reflex
movie
camera
Slow
motion/fast motion, 3 lens,
pistol grip. 017$ Call 238 6276.

’77

YAMAHA Endure, 500. Exc.
cond., 6,600 miles. 50 mpg.
Asking $1.100 279 9485 after I
p.m.

Stereo Receiver Realistic STA225.
50 Watts RMS, Excellent FM
Reception, Beautiful wood
grain. New 5400, sell 1150. 3747110,
FOR SALE: ’66 Mustang auto 289
good condition (needs minor
work) secOd buy! $725 call 998.
9925 ask for Ed.
VW Engine. 12000cc, Newly robe?
new Cyls and Pistons etc. $259
each, 2643117 even., 277.3073
days.
1978 Tahiti Super Tiger Ski Boat, MO
Ford, Panther Jet, S1903 down,
take over payments -must sell,
piling married! Kevin 241 9569.
Stereo for sale - also records and
tapes
nd. to sell fast. Best
offer. Pis call 298,7231 task for
Mary) if Interested.

help wanted

DO YOU need a couple of units? if
writing is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
the Spartan
Publication
Quarterly. You can receive one
to three units through an IS 103
class, and work with concerned
professional supervision
We
want people who’re serious
and
about the writing craft
flexible enough to try a new
style or two. contact Carol
Schreiber at 277.3235 or 267 2537
fOr more Information.

PART TIME, Full-time 10 Key
operators for tax season. in
terviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 294
3613 194 3134

BEAUTIFUL stained glass artwork
Windows on display or custom
order We
tee lowest
prices Call Ede 238 4469 or 929
8974
TO THE PERSON who returned my
Blue Barclays Passbook to West
Hall, Tesank Yau Very Much.
CIGARETTES
33.25/carton
Cheap null to mark up to resell
99441166.

Flexible Hours/G000
NURSING
Pay. Aides/Ord., S5.00/hr
LVN’S, 16.50/hr.: RN’s, U/hr.
Some Experience Required.
Call 2671749 tor APO.
HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Need aggressive personality,
able to assume responsibility.
Part time lob, working with
public from 10 am Si 6 p
Sat Sun Contact Arcade Sicee
Ball. San J060 Flea Market
12000 Berryessa Rd. Call 2091553 1:30-5:00 weekdays.
JOBS IN ALASKA: Summer jobs.
080042,000
Paying;
High
per/mo. Nat’l Parks, Fisheries,
Logging, and more. How and
where to get iobs Send 12 to
AlasCO, P.O. Box 2480. Goleta,
CA 93018.
BE A YOGI. .BEAR!
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
Ride
operators.
costume
characters, food services.
merchandise sales, main
tenance. Immediate part-time
openings, foil -time summer.
Apply NOW ., in person.
FRONTIER
VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT PARK.
SURFERS WANTED as actors in
protected Hollywood surfing
movie lobe filmed in Santa Cruz
and vicinity. Call 1-7271761,
Summer/year
OVERSEAS JOBS
round. Europe. S. America,
Australia, Asia, Etc. All fields,
$500 S1,208 monthly Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write. B.H.P Co.. Box 4490 SB,
Berkeley, CA 94704.
SALES
ADVERTISING
interesting, profitable. Your
hours. Experience required.
(collegiate S.J.), (415111354711.
DANCE MAJOR wanted. Need
inventive choreographer/dancer for studentproduced
children’s film. No pay but in.
Westing opportunity to explore
movement ideas within a
narrative framework and see
the results on film. Call Bill. 737
1544,
ASIAN WOMEN wanted for
amateur photographer. 16 P/H.
Call Jay Vocal at 735-1188 for
details.
13.50/PER HOUR. Misc, easy work
near SJSU (you can study while
1,00 work). Hours to fit your
schedule Also typing and office
work part-time near Cantina.
same pay. Call Don, 990-0119. 5
to 6 p.m. only
BABYSiTTER. Light
LIVE19I
housekeeping Room, board and
Segall weekly salary Call 267
6029.
JOBS ON SHIPS! Arnerican,
foreign. Noexperience required.
Worldwide
Excellent pay
travel. Summer job or career
Send 53 for into to SEAFAX,
Dept. D 7. Box 2049, Port
Angelees. WA 91362.
B USCA Argentinos, Chilienos,
Bolivianos, ESpanoleS v
Mei icanos para am istados y
Para charier y echarnos on
cafesaso cuando el tiempo nos
permits 1 1143 453/. Toque la
puerto del Men’s Locker em
edificio de Home Economics o
dele note.
BARMAID/BARTENDER. Approx.
2020 hours per wk. in Beer Bar
No exp. necessary. Free Beer
13 plus per hr. Mellow at
mosphere. 998.9779 afternoons
Ask for Fred.
MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU (you ran study while you
work). 03.50 per hours. Hours to
fit your schedule. Also typing
and office work part time near
campus. Same pay Call Don,
999-0119,5 to 6 p.m only

positions available Please call
Sue Ann or Ron for more in
formation at 287 UV.
Photographer wants Photogenic
Males for modeling. Athletic
type build helpful. Call 738 3553,
evenings after 6 p.m.
Aid for disabled man, 29, work pt.
AM on wknds in Los Gatos.
6.3.50/hr. 356-2716.
National Jewelry Cl/moony needs
part or full time area sales
men/furs and trainers. Ex
optionally high commissions
paid. WIII interview by 10
pointment only. Call 2254316
after 4p.m.
COMPANIONS
SLEEP IN OR OUT
Assist the elderly in their own
homes Choose your own hours.
No fees. Call us now! Quality
Care 246 7042
NUTRITION.minded person with
experience in retailng needed to
Work at Sun ’n Soil Natural Food
Store. Full time maniger trainee
and part time
positions
available. Information at 207
SOU.
PBX Receptionist. Some phone exp.
necessary. Hours to fit your
schedule. Gall Ginger, 984 7566.
EXOTIC JOBSI LAKE TAHOE
CAL! Little exp. Fantastic tips
(pay) $1,700 S4.000, summer
35,000 people needed in Casinos,
restaurants, ranches, cruisers,
river rafts. Send 53 95 for info to
LAKEWORLD. EH Box 60129,
Sacramento, CA95860,
JAPAN. Your bachelor’s qualifies
you tar good pay teaching
English. New, comprehensive
employment rePOrt. $2.50 White
Heron, Box 2461 CS ISL),
Pullman, WA 99163.
SAILBOATS! CRUISE SHIPS.
JOBS M/F! No experience. High
pay See Caribbean, Hawaii,
World!
Summer
Europe,
Career Send $395 tor into, to
SEAWORLD, EH Box 60129.
Highest
PROCESS SERVER.
paying In Santa Clara Co. You
must be a citizen, over 18 and
have reliable transportation.
Work is not dangerous, but not
Inn the fainthearted Apply at
210 S. First St., 11a.m. noon, or
call 297-4661 for appointment.

FEMALE student wanted 3 nights
p/wk. to do light housekeeping
for young woman in wheelchair.
16 hrs/wk Car necessary. 245695/1.
TEACHING IN JAPAN. Anyone
with a bachelor’s degree in
different engineering fields,
Production/management, goal
materials
ity control,
management or procurement
wishing to teach full time for
one or two years in Japan should
write to: Personnel Director,
International Education See
vice, Shin Talso Building, 10-7,
Degenzaka 2.chome, Shibuya
ku. Tokyo 150, Japan. The
positions involve teaching
Japanese businessmen and
engineers the basic vocabulary
in various fields. No Japanese
language is required for
classroom instruction. Teaching
experience is not required. An
orientation is given in Tokyo.
Information on salary, transportation and housing can be
Obtained by providing In
ternational Education Services
with a detailed resume and a
letter indicating an interet in the
position Personal interviews
will be held in your area bet
wt. the middle to end of April
Selected applicants would be
expected to arrive in Tokyo
from June through September
1979

Warehouseman Driver 54 03 per hr,
work 1prn to 5pm, three to five
days/wk to fit your school
schedule Good driving record
required Phone Mrs Emm, 298
4900 Year round opportunity
Experienced people needed to work
at Sun ’n Soil Natural Food Store
and Restaurant in faxl service
area Full time and part time

RATES-1 lines
a line,
line,
A bride%

One
day
50
00
50
00

dl
2
2
3

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room, color TV
linen and maid set, fireplace
courtyard, parking. 532 per wk
share, 555 single 202 S 11th St
call firs, 293 7374
FREE room and board tor right
student
For company and
friendsnip for older Professional
man Active and Involved in
Business and Community Eve
and weekends 747 1723.
NURSING major needs Fern.
Roornate share 2 bdrm. apt
$102.5 and 1/7 util/rno. Neat,
responsible student. Studious
atmos. 7min from campus Rec
comets. 188-7490.
FEMALE wanted to share 2 bdrm., 2
Da, apt, near campus with 26 yr.
old I.A. motor. 1140/mo. plus
deposit and utilities. Avail ,
3/15. Kevin, 293.5290.
HOUSE -FURNISHED, Avail. June
I. Close to campus. Security,
private yard w/1516Q, garage
cable TV, W/D. Prefer a couple
to housesit my home on a per
nument basis, and make my
payment of 5275/mo. plus your
utilities. Please send short
application/resume to "owner,"
c/o George Stump, 1058 N 4111,
St., No. 1, sof Jose. CA 95112.
Large Modern 2 bedroom 2 bath
furnished Apt
5300/rno
Available March 1 550 South
11th Street. 7334433
Studio and extra room unfurnished
quiet Carport Adults No pets
1 bIk from campus available
March 10th call before 6 p.m.
294 2477
Room and Board, 0135 a mo. study
hours and off street parking. 279
9473, 155 South Ilthst.
1 bedroom turn Apt Clean quiet,
sunny, All util. paid 020008 plus.
Dap near SJSU Avail the 22.
Nonsmoker 2118 8356

Lost and found
FOUND: Calculator. Call 2145624
and identify.
FIlika 35rnm TAMURA on case. If
found call 292-8474.

HARD WORKING PEOPLE
NEEDED. Immediate openings
for ft/pt waitresses and ft asst.
Mrg.
Apply
at
Samba’s
restaurant, 2nd and San
Salvador.

elm

_ .
BASEBALL CARDS WANTED
Quick Cash. Or. Lapin, BUS
Tower 763, or call 837 0191
"PAYING
MEN’S,
$5
010
WOMEN’S, for class rings. Any
condition Will arrange pick-up
Phone (toll free) 1 800 835 7246
ANYTIME"

Wanted
ADDRESSERS
Immediately! Work at home
no experience necessary
exceiient pay Write American
Service. 8350 Park Lane. Suite
127. Dallas, TX 75231

personals

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses across St NOT
campus, kitchen, facilities, linen
and maid/spy , TV parking
everything furnished, 030 per
wk. share, 050 wk single. 122 N
811s st 2799504

LEE ’SAN’ B. I hope POMMY izof
the message across Am dying
Please call.
to meet you
BRUCE 2778038
If you have room in your Ilfe to tone
cat or doa please 510 to the
Santa Clara County Humane
Society.

services

TypING
ACCURACY,
NEATNESS. and DEAL L INES
GUARA.NTEED. Experienced
in Masters, Reports. Disser
’cations. Approved by San Jose
State University Graduate
Department IBM Sel. II South
San Jose/Blossom Valley Area.
Janet, 227 9525
LOOKING
for
Wedding
a
Photographer, Images by John
are expressions of love that are
soft, elegant and understood by
everyone! For the finest wed
ding photography, call John at
269 7937
EXPERT TYPING: 20 years
experience.
IBM Correcting
Selectric. Term Papers, theses,
reports. manuscripts. etc. (Or.
Graduate Typist Lish. Blossom
Hill area. Call Koine’, 5741216
ifam.9pm.
EXPERT typing and proofreading
of berm papers etc Fast service
01/pg. Sheila, 2799179
MATURE Babysitter available in
S J S.U.
area
Part time.
References Debbie, 292.7140.
Ty-P07GRA-PHiCS.
Writing and editing resumes.
Medical/ Legal typing (matte’s..
Publicettons/Brochuru.
Term papers.
10 percent discount to Students
with student ID cards. For
appointment. .411 297.9954.
PROF. Exp. typist Fast, accurate,
reasonaok. IBM Selectric le.
252.8058.
LEMKE’S Typing Service. Student
Rates 2924720.

LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicapped men. He likes
music and writing. Lives near
campus. 298-23011.
PROF. Exp, Typist. Fast, accurate,
reasonable. IBM Selectric II,
252.8051.
B IRTHDAY Hippies to KMS from
your friendly RBR pal. Ar Ar
An ii

TYPING: Thesis, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone
2694674.
Computerized bio rythins 04/30 days
’chart, SVever y add 30 dem Call
779-30C2 evenngs.
LICENSED CHILD CARE! Near
school, loving care, hot meals
and extras Please call 292 0515.
_
Jai, lessons .ny instrument except
bass or re c ussion. call 217 U77.

CAROL, eid you forget? Jackson
Browne proofs. I’m at home
waiting. Julio1,29114490.

travel

KIM: Birthday kisses to my honey
buns "SMACK." Love. Mouser
EIGHTH FLOOR wishes Lora B. the
beat B.day ever. We luv ya.
HE’S hit the tiff time!!! Have a
great TOM birthday Don. Your
young buddy, Nicki.
BOBBY: So many times when the
city seems to be without a
A lonely place
friendly face
It’s nice to know that you’ll be
there if I need you
And you’ll
always smile ... it’s all war
Mediae. I’ll be there if you need
me Adorable.
You ought
elegant
for you
special.

to be in pictures! An
color portrait by John,
or to give to someone
Call John 2897937

Attention SJSU and Others Was the
freeway crowded R2 02

housing

THE AIRLINES HATE ME!!! I
found a loophole that allows
anybody to fiy across tne
country FREE on molar airline%
provided they know my little
known secrets. For complete
detailed report send only 16.00 to
JORDON M. 488 S Oh No D.
San Jose, CA 95112

JANICE CALHOUN, Congrat’s on
your engagement!! I wish you
happiness and love forever and
a day!! You friend and Bride’s
maid. Michelle Sandelein
Happy 21st
Lori (halfway)
birthday. Grease is the word
How about peach pie? Lone
Marcy (r0Otnie I and Wendy (Me
RA 1CallMeii

CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979
We
represent all charter operators
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OvetscaS
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placement
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and MEXICO TRAVEL Hard
to lcnd Travel books LUOgacte
Maps
backpacks and other
travel agds
Trip and Travel
Plannino Company a harbor
Travel Six, onistsi all E Wm
Street (blocks nom TOCIPSI San
Jose. CA eS11, NJ 1613 Men
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Model U.N. meeting held at SJSU
By J.S. Whaley
inof
Questions
ternational importance
partially
and
were debated
resolved at a regional
conference of the Model
United Nations at SJSU
Saturday.
The conference was
billed as a "tune-up" by
Rick Marovich, 24, the
director-general of the
session, in preparation for
the five-day Model U.N. to
be held in Anaheim this
April.
300
Approximately
students participated in the
oneregional conference,
third the number that will
be involved in the Anaheim
conference, said Bonnie S.
Harbidge, 31, a permanent
U.N. representative for the
United States.
A total of 28 students
from SJSU took part in th
session, representing the
countries of Poland and the
United States. The students
have to research and interact with representatives
form the other countries as
they would in a real session
of the U.N., according to
Marovich.
The conference began

with a general assembly
meeting involving all the
countries
and
organizations.
Other
schools represented such
countries as Nigeria,
Columbia, Afghanistan,
Australia, and groups
South West African
Peoples
Organization
SWAPS I, the members of
the world’s countries were
involved since this was one
of three regional conferences.
Next came the committee meetings where the
representatives debated
international issues and
problems. Subjects included
torture
and
inhumane treatment, international
terrorism,
nuclear proliferation and
independence of colonial
territories.
After the committees,
the countries’ representatives met again in the
general assembly to debate
and vote on the resolutions
passed in the committee
meetings.
"Some of our people
learned more in one hour
than if they had spent a
semester in a classroom
with a model. United

Nations book in front of
them," Harbidge said.
In 1980, the main
conference of the Model
U.N. will be held at SJSU.
"We are expecting 1,200 to
1,500 people representing
every country and
organization in the world,"
Harbidge said.
Harbidge will be the
president of the General
Assembly at this conference, the first woman
president of the assembly.
Roy H. Wells, 23, a
delegation chairman for
the regional conference
and a director of two
earlier regional conferences, explained the
usefulness if the Model
U.N.
"It gives them an idea
of world politics, international relations, and
how interpersonal communications work," he
said.
The SJSU students
involved in the Model U.N.
are enrolled in a two-unit
political science class.
"It’s the only active
participation class in the
department except for the
Harbidge
internship,"
said. -That’s why it’s so

useful."
The regional conferences are held to give
participating students an
idea of how the process
works so they will be
prepared for the big one in
Anaheim, according to
Harbidge.
Schools west of the
Mississippi are able to

Voters decide today
on Ryan successor
(Continued from Page 11
Speier,
Jackie
Congressman Ryan’s
former legal counsel who
was injured on the Guyana
the
during
airstrip
Jonestown ambush.
Charles T. "Toby"
Plough, former aid to Rep.
Pete McCloskey, who
challenged Ryan in last
Democratic
June’s
primary.
Curtiss A. Landers,
Pacific Telephone Co.
employee and Pacifica
school board member, who
is participating in his first
partisan campiagn.
Republican
The
hopefuls are:

spartaguide
Campus
Ministries
Ecumenical
Worship
Protestant and Catholic )
will hold Lenten Homily
services by Dr. Roily Smith
today and tomorrow. The
services will begin at 12:30
p.m . at the Campus
Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St. Contact Pastor Roy
Hoch at 298-0204 for more
information.
Capitalist Patriarchy
and the Case for Socialist
Feminism will be the topic
of discussion of the Faculty
Book Talks tomorrow at
12:30 p.m. in room A of the
Faculty dining building.
Prof. B. Aptheker will
review the book written by
Z. Einstein.
Psychology
The
needs
Department
volunteers for a study
which is being conducted
on smokers to discover the
effects of ciagrette
smoking on learning and
memory. Credit points for
Psychology 5 or 55 classes,
or $2.50 an hour can be
earned. Call Mike Guist,
293-3599 or 984-8606, for
more information.

Phi Beta Lambda is
holding its chapter meeting
tomorrow at 6:45 p.m. in
B.C. 315.New members are
still being accepted. For
further
information
telephone Dr. Harper at
277-3370
Campus Ministries is
holding a student faculty
breakfast tomorrow at 7:30
a.m, at the Campus
Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St. Dr. Gene Bernardini will speak on the
"The Teacher as Democrat
and Republican." For
reservations call Pastor
Roy Hoch at 298-0204.
Tomorrow the Chicano
Business
Students
Association’s regualar
meeting will be conducted
in the S.0 .Pacheco Room
at 3:30 p.m. Call Veronica
at 287-5054 for more information.

Kappa
Sigma
Fraternity is holding
auditions for a charity
show. Audition now. Call
279-9860 for more informaiton.
Shotokan Karate Club
needs more members.
Practice sessions are from
4 until 5:30 p.m. weekdays
in Men’s PE, room 201. Call
Dr. Mark Sneller, 277-3004,
for more inf roma Lion.
.
SJSU’s Art Deparmtent is showing a film titled
"Gardens of Japan." The
film will begin at 12:30
p.m.. Art Building, room
131. For information
telephone 277-2716.
All interested people
are invited ot Alpha
Lambda’s ’Delta pledging
to be held tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. in the S.U. Almaden
Room. Call 247-8482 for
more inforrntion.

At noon today the
Black Student Union is
holding its meeting in the
S.U.’s A.S.
Council
Chambers.

participate in the conference, with each campus
representing two countries
or organizations.
Countires are given out
by past performance and
the preference of the
school, Harbidge siad. The
only restriction is that
schools don’t get the same
country more than once.

. Nutrition Week continues with three topics
from "Nutrition and the
College Life," chosen
from: Comparing Fast
Food Nutrients, Four Food
Groups Pizza, Packing a
Nutritious Bag Lunch,
Cutting Calories Painlessly
and Diet and Exercise.
Information will be at
tables located between tht
S.U. and the Art Quad from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
through Friday. The tables
will also have information
concerning "U.S. Dietary
Goals and How They
Relate to the College
Student."
Today the movie "Hunger
in America" will be shown
at noon in the S.U.
Costonoan Room.
Greenpeace is showing
"Greenpeace ’75 Expedition" at a meeting in
the Umunhum room at 3:15
p.m. today. Eric Bull can
be contacted at 266-3354 for
further information.

Josh McDowell’s film,
"The Secret of Loving,"
India’s Ambassador to
will be shown today in the
S.U. Umunhum Room. the U.S., NA. Palkhivala,
There will be two showings will idscuss "Human
one at 11:45 a.m, and Rights and Basic Structure
another at 1 p.m. The event of Rep. Constitutions"
sponsered by Campus Wednesday at Santa Clara
University’s Benson Center
Crusade for Christ is free.
William Room.The event
Third World Countries’ will begin at 2:30 p.m. amd
agriculture will be the topic Palkhivala will answer
of a lecture and slide questions on China’s inpresentation sponsored by volvement in Asia and
SJSU’s
Entomological Iran.
Club. There will be
refreshments at the
Hunting
A
Job
meeting which begins at
be
1:30 p.m. today in Duncan Techniques Class will
conducted by the Career
Hall, room 246.
Planning and Placement
office today at 12:30 p.m.
Hypertension screeniLearning how to conduct a
ng clinic will be held today
successful job search and
from 12:30 to 2 p.m. in the
what resources are
S.U. Guadalupe Room.
available will be taught at
Senior nursing students
the classes. Phone 277-2816
will take blood pressures
for more information.
and information on
be
will
hypertension
provided at the clinic.
"They Shoot Students
Don’t They," a talk show
Interested persons in will be hosted by SJSU AS.
forming a network to Treasurer Nancy Mcpromote interest in Fadden. The show, which is
Women’s Studies are in- about student government
vited to attend a meeting and students in governtoday at 2 p.m. at the ment, will be broadcasted
Women’s Center Building by KSJS at 4:30 p.m. today.
1469 Park Ave., S.1.
U at 5th and San Carlos
Mon -Fri 7 a m -2 p.m
Streets.
Attorneys and legal
assistants will discuss what
it’s like to be a legal
assistant and how one
gains necessary training at
a Career Planning and
Placement Office class.
The class will be conducted
in the S.U.’s Almaden
you want a job after graduation that gives
Room beginning at 12:30
p.m. tomorrow.
postgraduate study opportunities,

It’s Better To Give
And Receive

Roger Canefield, a police
management consultant
from Belmont who is in his
first political race.
Les Kelting, who made
his claim to fame as the
"Prop 13 man" in the June
primary. Though a San
Bruno insurance agent, he
lists his occupation on the
ballot as Propositon 13
chairman.
a
Maker,
Bruce
Burlingame real estate
agent, who lost out to
Senator John Foran two
ago as the
years
Republican nominee.
Dave Welch, who pulled
38 percent of the vote
against Ryan in November
as the Republican opponent, and was an early
supporter of Proposition 13.
Wilson G. Branch carries
the Peace and Freedom
Party banner into the
election. The party was
formed during the Vietnam
war, supporting the antiwar platform.
Nicholas W. Kudrovzeff
is the American Independent party candidate.
He has run for the 11th
Congressinal District seat
four times previously.
The largest issue of the
election has been the endosement from Ryan,
either at his death, through
friendship or by legal
counsel.

photo try Lin Rd.".

Twenty-eight San Jose State University students were part of a conferer
this weekend which drew nearly 300 students from campuses mainly
California, Oregon, and Washington to the Student Union for a one ho
session of the model United Nations Regional conference. The meeting vi
one of three sessions of the Western regional division which includes ,
states west of the Mississippi. It was held to prepare participants for ti
national model United Nations conference which will meet in Anahei
sometime in April. Seated left to right are Kirk Howell, Mark Frazier, a
Diane Culp.

Students
see Ford

qtif
ctiffiDff4111112

WASHINGTON AP -Former President Gerald
R. Ford turns teacher
again when he lectures on
government and public
policy at Bethune Cookman
College in Daytona Beach,
Fla.

35 S. 4th.
San Jose
294-4086
25% off with this ad Mon, -Wed,_

Bug Problems?

Ford’s appearance is
one of a series being
conducted
under the
auspices of the American
Enterpirse Institute. Ford
is a distinguished fellow of
the institute.
The former president
also will be awarded an
honorary doctor of laws
degree at the college.
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VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
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Rome
Athens
Venice
Florence
Munich
Paris
London

ONLY $

with or without SJSU credit
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(heck transmission
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PLUS TAX
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HOURS: MON-FRI 7:00 a.m.
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Adjust brakes
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3 quirts of oil
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4 we spark plugs

SPARTAN MOBIL
294-1562

4 exciting weeks living/learning abroad
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Pre 19 72 &nes, AU Ilugs, Kennett Glue,
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Contact
Prof. Lou Lewandowski
English Department SJSU
Call 277 2831 or 24b3743

VWS

-All Work, AN Makes, All Year

German parts included
teAll
_
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Earn $20 a week to
$80 a month as one
of our donors!
_At
A*...

CALL
998-4567

,

SAN JOSE
PLASMA CENTER

SENIORS

If
you
medical and dental care, 30 days annual
paid vacation, regular raises and promotions,
and you are interested in personnel management,
financial management, food management,
merchandising, or computer science, use want
to talk with you.
VERN WING
U. S. Navy
(408) 279-3477

10th ANNIVERSARY SALE
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You’ll make the
right connections
at Cin LEIIKURT
Join a Company moving quickly
into tomorrow... GTE LENKURT,
an established leader worldwide in State-of-the-Art design
and manufacture of video, voice
and data communication systems
and related electronic equipment.
We supply communication systems to the Telephone Industry
: .. railroads ... power utilities
... petroleum and pipeline companies ... broadcast and CATV
firms ... government agencies
and a wide spectrum of private
business organizations.

Opportunities for Graduates exist
in the following area:

Product Development
Engineering
Training Program

Our location is superb in the
heart of the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula ... Our environment is stimulating and productive ... our compensation and
benefits are most attractive.
GTE LENKURT will conduct
INTERVIEWS on SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS
THURSDAY , MARCH 15

If your interests lie in the design
and development of communications circuitry and systems,
this is an exceptional opportunity.
This is an individually tailored
program in one or more specific
product groups such as Microwave, Data Transmission, Component Development, Frequency
and Pulse Code Modulation, Filters and Networks, and Test
Engineering.
If you are graduating with a BS or MS
in Electrical or Electronics Engineering, you should sign up for an interview nowContact
the
College
Placement Office for more information
on our Company

ein LEF1KURT
1105 County Road. Sacs Carlos. CA 94070

415/595.3000

We are an equal opportunity employer

ISM
......

